U.S.S. Ganymede - March, 16, 1999

Kris:
The U.S.S. Ganymede has picked up new orders, for the Captain's eyes only. He is permitted to reveal the nature of the orders to his crew at his discretion.

Kris:
The intruder, Midge, has been detected in Sirach's personal quarters and is attempting to escape back through the duct as she hears the red alert and intruder alert alarms.

Kris:
<<<<<<<<<<<BEGIN MISSION>>>>>>>>>>>>

CTOHebert:
:: Is in the XO's quarters about to enter the duct after the intruder ::

CSO_Wilk:
::on the bridge at sciences running a full diagnostic on the sensor array::

OPS_Rhian:
::on the bridge...adjusting internal scanners::

Kris:
ACTION: Midge's fingerhold on the edge of the duct fails and she falls in a heap at Hebert's feet, just as he bursts into Sirach's quarters.

FCO_Dario:
:: at Flight Control ::

XO_Sirach:
::in his quarters, type III phaser in hand...searching for the intruder::

CEOBishop:
::crouched in the jeffries tube with phaser drawn around the corner from Sirach’s quarters::

CTOHebert:
:: aims phaser at Midge :: FREEZE!

Midge:
::falls and lands::  Oomph........

CO_Vid:
*XO*: Sirach join me in the ready room please:

CMO_Cole:
::standing in sickbay watching medics run to and fro..... sickbay is at full alert::

XO_Sirach:
CTO: You take it from here

CTOHebert:
Midge:: Put your hands where I can see them.

Midge:
::looks at Hebert::  Ummmm, I recognize that......

XO_Sirach:
*CO*: On my way

CTOHebert:
:: nods ::

CNS_Warke:
::in SB helping Cole::

CEOBishop:
::hears the intruder fall and know all is well::

Midge:
::picks herself up and dusts off::  Oh, relax, mister........

XO_Sirach:
::dashes out of his quarters, type III phaser still in hand::

OPS_Rhian:
Mr. Hebert:  Seal off the bridge and erect a force field around every exit from Jeffries Tube 8

CEOBishop:
::decides to go back to the engine room::

CTOHebert:
*OPS* Prisoner has been apprehended.

XO_Sirach:
TL: Bridge

CMO_Cole:
::working off of a padd and the large terminal near the door, assigning MO's to trauma and response teams....::

Midge:
::crosses arms and studies Hebert::  OK, what you going to do with me?

CTOHebert:
Midge:  Please stand against the wall, with your hands on your head.

CSO_Wilk:
::monitors the status of the diagnostic looking pleased with the results::

CTOHebert:
:: moves towards Midge ::

CO_Vid:
*OPS*: have the helm set course for Gamelan II Ahead warp 7:

XO_Sirach:
::walks off of the turbolift onto the bridge...walks towards CO's Ready Room::

CNS_Warke:
Cole:how I could I be of assistance?

OPS_Rhian:
TAC:  Very well

OPS_Rhian:
*CAPT* Aye

XO_Sirach:
::walks into CO's ready room...forgets he has type III phaser in his hands::

XO_Sirach:
::stands at attn::

FCO_Dario:
:: waits for info ::

CEOBishop:
::opens up the jeffries tube hatch and emerges in Main engineering::

XO_Sirach:
CO: Reporting as requested

EO_Cerdan:
::Checking internal sensors ::

CO_Vid:
XO:At ease Sirach:

XO_Sirach:
::stands at ease::

CTOHebert:
Midge:  Please come with me. :: goes to take Midge's left hand ::

OPS_Rhian:
Darie:  Plot course for Gamelan II, Warp 7

CO_Vid:
XO: Take a seat please:

Midge:
::studies Hebert some more::  Hey, I can rev that phaser up for ya.........  ::steps forward::

CMO_Cole:
Warke:  I’m running sickbay at heightened readiness until the intruder is apprehended.  Right now its just a matter of everyone here doing their jobs.

XO_Sirach:
CO: Thank you sir ::sits down in a comfortable looking chair::

FCO_Dario:
Rhian: Ok.. And my name is Dario...

CEOBishop:
::stands up and walks over to Cerdan:: EO:Report

CTOHebert:
Midge:  Back off... Please just listen to me, or I will be forced to use force

CSO_Wilk:
Rhian:  Sensor diagnostics are complete, sir.  Everything checks out

Midge:
::grins::  Hey, you wouldn't shoot a kid, eh?

CNS_Warke:
Cole:I'm sure something will come up

EO_Cerdan:
CEO: All systems up and online.

OPS_Rhian:
SCI:  Very well...continue LRS

CO_Vid:
XO: We are to investigate reports of atrocities being performed on the colony of Gamelan II by Jem’Hadar:

CTOHebert:
:: puts phaser is holster :: :: grabs Midge's arm and starts to pull her towards the door ::

EO_Cerdan:
CEO: How we coming with the intruder?

CSO_Wilk:
::turns back to the station and monitors long range sensors::

FCO_Dario:
:: Set course for Gamelan II...Don't finds it in the database :: OPS: Rhian, do you know the exact coordinates for Gamelan II?.. I have no entry on the Flight Control databank

CMO_Cole:
Warke: Unfortunately it always does...  Well everything seems to be organized ...::glances at readout:: to a point....

Midge:
::keeps stepping forward, smiling nicely::  Hey, I really can fix that thing up for ya; I've seen better on mercenaries........

XO_Sirach:
CO: The Jem'Hadar?

CTOHebert:
*Captain* The intruder is a child, Sir, What do I do with her?

CEOBishop:
EO:I believe Mr. Hebert has her in custody now

CTOHebert:
:: pulls out arm restraints, and puts them on Midge ::

OPS_Rhian:
Dario:  Stand by

Midge:
::reaches out for Hebert's phaser::

CTOHebert:
:: restrains Midge behind her back ::

CNS_Warke:
Cole:should setup the cargo bays for medical purposes?

CTOHebert:
:: over powers her and holds both her hands ::

OPS_Rhian:
::transferring coordinates from COMM buoy::

Kris:
ACTION: MIDGE IS ABLE TO FILCH HEBERT'S PHASER EVEN WITH HER HANDS RESTRAINED.

EO_Cerdan:
CEO:If you don't need me, I should check shuttle crews.

Midge:
::moves deftly, and flips Hebert, grinning::  Hey........

OPS_Rhian:
Dario:  Coordinates at your station

CSO_Wilk:
All on bridge:  Gamelan II is an M class planet.  A small mining camp that has applied for Federation membership

CO_Vid:
XO: Yes according to a Ferengi dispatch to Starfleet the mining colony has been under attack and colonists kidnapped, and reports of rape etc.:

Midge:
::pulls away from Hebert, and looks at the weapon::

CMO_Cole:
Warke:  Not until I have a better idea of what is going on.  Right now I’m just getting everyone ready in case we have to move fast.

Midge:
::fiddles a little with it::

CTOHebert:
Midge : Don't make things worse, just drop the weapon

FCO_Dario:
:: receives coordinates and now set course for Gamelan System at Warp 7 ::

CNS_Warke:
Cole:it's your decision.  I'm read y to help if you need it

CTOHebert:
:: edges towards Midge ::

Midge:
::makes a quick modification::  Ummm, you want me to drop it?

FCO_Dario (Sound - warp_out.wav):

CTOHebert:
Midge:  How about handing it to me...

OPS_Rhian:
Dario:  Time to Gamelan II?

XO_Sirach:
CO: That's terrible...aren't the miners close to becoming Federation citizens?

FCO_Dario:
:: regulates Plasma injectors and Deflector frequency::

Midge:
::grins::  Hmmm, I think I'll hang onto this for a bit.....

EO_Cerdan:
CEO: Chief  Orders?

FCO_Dario:
OPS: 15 minutes at this speed

CMO_Cole:
Warke:  Right now we seem to be ready..  However preparing a triage area might not be a bad idea.....  Alright.  Take trauma teams 3 and 4 down to cargo bay two and set up an emergency triage facility.

OPS_Rhian:
Dario:  Very well

CSO_Wilk:
::watches the data from sensors fly across his screen::

CTOHebert:
Midge: ok... I won't put you in the brig... What do you want me to do?

FCO_Dario:
:: controls SIF/IDF ::

OPS_Rhian:
*CAPT*  ETA to Gamelan II, 15 minutes

CO_Vid:
XO: The negotiations aren't final but in the interest of those talks we've been ordered to investigate and take what ever steps are necessary to insure their protection:

CTOHebert:
:: thinks How do I deal with a child ::

CTOHebert:
:: walks towards her ::

Midge:
::considers a moment::  Well, Mr. Hebert, I'd hoped to remain hidden, but you've discovered me.  I was just lookin' for transport, ya know ::looks innocent::

CNS_Warke:
Cole:will do ::signals to trauma teams 3 and 4 to go to cargo bay 2::

CO_Vid:
*OPS*: Acknowledged go to red alert:

XO_Sirach:
CO: Are we still acting within Starfleet regulations...or do they REALLY mean what ever steps necessary?

CTOHebert:
Midge:  If you talk to our Captain, and without this problem we are both facing here... I am real sure that he would be quite understanding.

OPS_Rhian:
*CAPT* Aye

CO_Vid:
XO: Whatever steps within the law:

CTOHebert:
Midge:  Taking my phaser is not a good step in the right direction...

CMO_Cole:
::walks over to his terminal and sends a note to the Captain informing him of the triage setup::

CSO_Wilk:
::while watching sensors, brings up data on Gamelan II to commit to memory::

XO_Sirach:
CO: Understood, are you going to inform the crew?

Midge:
Hebert:  Hmmmm, well, why don't you just pretend you didn't see me, and we'll pretend this encounter never happened?

OPS_Rhian (Sound - alert.wav):

OPS_Rhian:
ALL STATIONS Alert

CTOHebert:
Midge:   You know that I can't do that....

FCO_Dario:
:: Flight Control already was at Full Enable Mode ::

EO_Cerdan:
ENG: To your stations everyone;

CO_Vid:
XO: set up away teams I'll inform the crew now:

CTOHebert:
Midge:  I have to go to my post... that means we are facing trouble... do You want to jeopardize yourself by keeping me here?

CEOBishop:
::hears the alert and takes his place at the operations table::

OPS_Rhian:
*TAC*  Status on the intruder?

XO_Sirach:
CO: Aye sir, three away teams sound appropriate?

CO_Vid:
:: gets up and leaves ready room and enters bridge::

CNS_Warke:
::reaches cargo bay 2 with trauma teams and tells them to setup a triage in case of massive injuries::

CTOHebert:
*OPS* ummmm one sec....

XO_Sirach:
::follows the CO into the bridge::

EO_Cerdan:
CEO: Warp and impulse at full capacity

Midge:
::grins at Hebert::  But I have this ::holds up phaser::    Ohhh, there's an emergency?  That'll mean some excitement.......

CSO_Wilk:
::looks up and nods to the CO and XO::

CO_Vid:
XO: 3 teams ....fine:

OPS_Rhian:
::stand up::

CEOBishop:
EO:It going to be difficult to get you out of my office isn’t it? ::a small grin appears::

XO_Sirach:
CO: Understood, I'll get working on them right away

FCO_Dario:
OPS: Time of arrival to the Gamelan System is now at 5 minutes

CNS_Warke:
::helps setup the triage::

OPS_Rhian:
Dario:  Very well

Midge:
Hebert:  How bout this, I hang on to this baby, and you go report for duty ::smile::  Wouldn't want to jeopardize the ship

CMO_Cole:
::notices red alert....  glares threateningly at his computer, wishing he had more information::

CTOHebert:
Midge: Ok... I will be your friend here... Hand me my phaser, and you can go back the way you came...

EO_Cerdan:
CEO: It's good work if you can get it.:Grins back::

OPS_Rhian:
CAPT:  All stations answer red alert, ETA to Gamelan II, 5 minutes

CO_Vid:
OPS: No2 how soon to Gamelan ?

Midge:
::grins::  I wasn't born yesterday, Hebert, I'll go my own way and hang on to this......

CTOHebert:
Midge:  I need my phaser... I can't report back without it... they would say something about it to me... :: talks in kiddy voice ::

OPS_Rhian:
CAPT:  Mr. Hebert is still interrogating the stowaway

CO_Vid:
OPS: Very well: ALL We are to perform a rescue attempt on Gamelan II:

EO_Cerdan:
CEO: Should I check shuttle bays for readiness?

CEOBishop:
::thinks for a second::EO:Go ahead, take team three with you

Midge:
::raises eyebrow, and starts climbing to the duct, keeping the phaser trained on Hebert::  You are dismissed; please report for duty, Mr. Hebert.

CTOHebert:
*OPS* Please put a forcefield around the entire XO's quarters... seal it up... No Exits!!! Understood?

EO_Cerdan:
CEO: AYE

Midge:
::disappears into the ductwork once again

CTOHebert:
*OPS* DROP THE FIELDS

CO_Vid:
ALL: This attempt may include ground fighting with purported Jem'Hadar troops. I want everyone at their best:

FCO_Dario (Sound - warp_in.wav):
OPS: Now entering the Gamelan System

OPS_Rhian:
*TAC*  Understood,  what's the problem

EO_Cerdan:
::Leaves engineering::

Mae_Kabuk:
$::on Gamelan II, wandering through the mining town and helping when she can::

CTOHebert:
*OPS* The intruder as my phaser and just went to the Jeff tubes... seal everything on deck 8

OPS_Rhian:
Dario:  Very well, slow to full impulse

OPS_Rhian:
*TAC* Understood

CEOBishop:
::hears the warp core thrum slow down to an idle::

FCO_Dario:
:: maneuvers at full impulse to Gamelan II :: OPS: Acknowledged, sir

CTOHebert (Sound - Intruder\@alert.wav):
Computer deck 8 Security Seal!  Hebert Alpha 102309

CO_Vid:
SCI: Full scans SRS and LRS:

OPS_Rhian:
ENG:  Seal off jeffries tube 8, the intruder is loose again w/ a phaser

CMO_Cole:
::prowling around sickbay,  generally making sure everyone is at their posts::

CSO_Wilk:
CO: Aye, sir

EO_Cerdan:
::Steps off Turbolift on deck 4::

CTOHebert:
:: runs to the XO's desk and pulls a phaser out of the drawer ::

CSO_Wilk:
::runs a full sensor sweep on long range and short range sensors::

CTOHebert:
:: sets phaser to stun ::

CEOBishop:
*OPS*:On it::taps a few controls and seals off the jeffries tubes on deck 8::

OPS_Rhian:
*CAPT*  The intruder has escaped again and is now armed...sealing off Jeffries tube 8

CNS_Warke:
::finishes setting up Triage::  *Cole*:the triage is setup

EO_Cerdan:
::Enters main shuttle bay:: Ens.report.

Midge:
::grins, and sets to work from an access panel::

CTOHebert:
:: heads towards the duct that Midge went through

CMO_Cole:
*Warke*  Good.  Ill send Dr. Morden down to take care of it.  Thank You Counselor.

Mae_Kabuk:
ACTION: DECK 8 IS SEALED OFF.  MIDGE IS BUSY WORKING ON AN ACCESS PANEL.

FCO_Dario:
:: reads no ships in the surrounding area, puts the Ganymede on Standard Orbit around Gamelan II:: OPS: Orbiting Gamelan II

XO_Sirach:
::comes out of his trance from staring at his computer screen::

CMO_Cole:
Dr Morden:  Please proceed to cargo bay two and administer the triage facility.

CTOHebert:
:: starts looking for Midge as he crawls through the duct ::

CNS_Warke:
*Cole*:I'll wait here until Dr. Morden shows up

XO_Sirach:
CO: I have the away team assignments ready

CMO_Cole:
<Morden> Cole: Aye sir.

OPS_Rhian:
SCI:  Bring up internal sensors on deck 8 an d see if we can track her

CMO_Cole:
*Warke* He's on his way.

XO_Sirach:
CO: Team 1: CO, FCO, EO, and CTO

EO_Cerdan:
<Ens> All shuttles ready.

CEOBishop:
::thinks that the little hellion may have some hacking ability so he encrypts the access panels with a fractal encryption code::

CSO_Wilk:
CO: Captain, no other ships in the system.  Readings suggest extensive damage on the surface

XO_Sirach:
CO: Team 2: XO, CEO, CMO

Midge:
::weaves her way through the ductwork, modifying circuitry as she goes to clear her way

CTOHebert:
*ALL Security Teams* Report Deck 8... Intruder Alert

CO_Vid:
Team 1 Assemble in Shuttlebay 1 on the double:

XO_Sirach:
CO: Team 3: OPS, CSO, CNS

XO_Sirach:
CO: Each team has a gold level security team

CSO_Wilk:
::sets internal scanners to relay positioning of intruder to security::

CTOHebert:
:: comes up on the circuitry that has been ripped ::

EO_Cerdan:
*CO* : In main shuttle bay now sir.

CO_Vid:
XO: transport the other teams directly to the colony:

XO_Sirach:
CO: Total size of times, 9, with the exception of Team 1 which has 10

Midge:
::slight smile as she progresses::

XO_Sirach:
CO: Understood

FCO_Dario:
*CO*: Heading to the Shuttlebay, sir

OPS_Rhian:
*TAC*  SCI2 has internal sensors on line

CO_Vid:
XO: Affirmative:

Mae_Kabuk:
$::sad as she helps drag another corpse out to the pile awaiting burning::

CTOHebert:
*OPS* ok.. can you please find her for me?

CNS_Warke:
::heads to shuttlebay::

FCO_Dario:
:: calls a replacement for him and heads to the Shuttlebay ::

FCO_Dario:
TL: Main Shuttlebay

CTOHebert:
:: continues crawling through the tubes ::

XO_Sirach:
OPS, CSO, CNS: You are hereby ordered to report to the colony, you will be escorted by a gold level security team and will be lead by LtCmdr. Rhian

FCO_Dario (Sound - turbolift.wav):

CMO_Cole:
::still prowling around sickbay.... wondering what is going on::

OPS_Rhian:
*TAC*  We're on it

CO_Vid:
FCO: Dario you'll pilot the shuttlecraft:

EO_Cerdan:
::Opens weapons locker and waits for orders::

CSO_Wilk:
XO: Acknowledged, commander

XO_Sirach:
Team 3: Transporting now...your equipment is at the coordinates you are being beamed to

CNS_Warke:
*XO*:understood

XO_Sirach:
::transports team 3 and their stuff to the colony::

CTOHebert:
*ENG*  The intruder has ripped some paneling in my section... might want to send someone to repair it.

CO_Vid:
::heads to turbolift: <Shuttlebay 1>::

Midge:
::keeps weaving, pausing only long enough to access computer controls to confuse her trail::

XO_Sirach:
CEO, CMO: You are hereby ordered to report to the colony, you will be escorted by a gold level security team and will be lead by myself

FCO_Dario:
:: Reaches Main Shuttlebay :: *CO* Acknowledged. :: enters the shuttle and prepares it for departure ::

CMO_Cole:
*XO* Aye Sir.

Mae_Kabuk:
$::hoping she'd never have the smell of death in her nostrils again::

CO_Vid:
::enters bay and starts to grab gear on the way into shuttlecraft::

XO_Sirach:
Team 2: Transporting now...your equipment is at the coordinates you are being beamed to

XO_Sirach:
*CO*: Good luck

XO_Sirach:
::transports team 3 and their stuff to the colony::

CMO_Cole:
::stands ready for transport::

EO_Cerdan:
FCO: LT. What’s all the excitement?

CO_Vid:
*XO*: the same:

CTOHebert:
*ALL CREW*  ATTENTION:  An intruder is loose aboard the ship... She is armed and expect her to be dangerous... Be on Alert

OPS_Rhian (Sound - transporter.wav):

CEOBishop:
*XO*:Aye Sir ::grabs his own field kit and his trusty Dak'tagh::

OPS_Rhian:
&::appears on the planet surface::

Mae_Kabuk:
ACTION: ALL TEAMS HAVE BEAMED DOWN TO THE SURFACE OF GAMELAN II.

CSO_Wilk:
&::arrives on the surface and looks around while noticing the stench of death and decay fill his nostrils::

CNS_Warke:
&::arrives on planet surface and looks for equipment::

FCO_Dario:
EO: I still don't know.. They asked me to go here. .. And here I am

CTOHebert:
:: continues to look for Midge ::

CMO_Cole:
%::standing on planets surface, glancing around.... checks medical equipment and straps on a heavy duty phaser rifle::

CO_Vid:
*CTO*: let the internal security systems deal with her::

CEOBishop:
%::is disconcerted by the site to site transport::

EO_Cerdan:
FCO: Me too.

CTOHebert:
*CO* Aye, Sir.

XO_Sirach:
% Team: Did everyone enjoy their trip?

CO_Vid:
CTO: Get down to shutllebay1 now:

OPS_Rhian:
&::walking towards SCI & CNS::

CTOHebert:
:: heads to nearest corridor ::

CSO_Wilk:
&::watches the morbid surroundings and frowns::

CMO_Cole:
%::straps on phaser rifle, tricorder, and medical kit::  XO:  Best way to travel Sir.

CTOHebert:
:: reaches corridor and heads to TL ::

CEOBishop:
%XO:I', ok sir::picks up a rank odor in the air::

CTOHebert:
:: runs to TL :: SB1

CTOHebert (Sound - Turbolift.wav):

XO_Sirach:
% Team: Alright, suit up!

Midge:
::spots a duct exit, and peers through::

EO_Cerdan:
CO: Captain::NOds::

CTOHebert:
:: enters Shuttle bay 1 running ::

CTOHebert:
*CO* Sir?

CMO_Cole:
%::triple checks all his equipment and nods to the XO.... ready to move out::

CSO_Wilk:
&::nods to Rhian while looking disgusted with his surroundings::

OPS_Rhian:
&::trying not to vomit from the stench::

CO_Vid:
*XO*: status on the colony?:

FCO_Dario:
CO: Shuttle's ready

CNS_Warke:
&::picks up equipment and arranges it on her person:: Rhian:disturbing sight isn't it

EO_Cerdan:
CTO: Welcome Mike.

Midge:
::sees a shuttlebay, and decides it's time to stowaway again::

XO_Sirach:
% ::grabs equipment that lies around him...remembers that the only disadvantage to leading an way is all the extra stuff you have to carry::

CEOBishop:
%::grabs the rest of his gear::

CO_Vid:
FCO: Take us down:

CTOHebert:
:: gets on shuttle ::

OPS_Rhian:
Warke:  That it is...I'm ready to leave already

XO_Sirach:
% *CO* Very very unpleasant...many are dead...most women have been raped...not exactly home sweet home

FCO_Dario (Sound - shuttlelaunchsequence.wav):

Midge:
Finds an inconspicuous exit, and manages to make her way to the shuttle unseen::

CO_Vid:
CTO: Arm weapons and watch for Jem'Hadar scout ships:

CTOHebert:
:: nods ::

CSO_Wilk:
OPS: Sir, what exactly are we supposed to do here?

CTOHebert:
:: opens weapons locker on shuttle and pulls out phasers ::

CEOBishop:
%:Scans for any resonant energy sources::

EO_Cerdan:
::Picks up phaser,checks charge::

CMO_Cole:
%::walking around.... looking at the survivors with his medical tricorder::  XO:  Permission to begin mass medical beam outs.

OPS_Rhian:
&COM:  CAPT, Team 3 is assembled and awaiting orders

FCO_Dario (Sound - beam_in.wav):

CNS_Warke:
&Rhian:understandable but we have work to do

XO_Sirach:
% CMO: Permission granted

Midge:
::holds breath, and tries to make herself invisible::

FCO_Dario:
:: taking the shuttle off the Ganymede ::

CO_Vid:
@OPS: No2. make a sweep of the area and beam out survivors:

EO_Cerdan:
::Checks Tricorder::

OPS_Rhian:
&Wilk:  Medical relief/evacuation

XO_Sirach:
% CEO: Begin searching for survivors...alert me of any Jem'Hadar

CSO_Wilk:
&::scans the area with his tricorder noting the disaster that has struck these people::

CMO_Cole:
%::nods to the XO, begins tagging survivors and having them beamed aboard the Ganymede directly to cargo bay two... they will be sorted and sent to sickbay in order of need::

OPS_Rhian:
&CAPT:  Understood, beginning fan-out

CEOBishop:
%XO:We should set up some emergency shelters and beam down an industrial replicator to help in rebuilding

FCO_Dario:
@:: Now in space, heads to the planet :: ALL in SHUTTLE: Prepare for descent.

EO_Cerdan:
@CO: What’s 1st priority?

XO_Sirach:
% CMO: Continue helping the ill

CNS_Warke:
&Rhian:our top priority?

CMO_Cole:
%::looking at sensor readings::  XO:  Sir, many of these people have been brutalized... Preliminary reading indicate that the weapons were Jem'Hadar in origin...

CTOHebert:
@ ::approaches the captain:: Sir. weapons are armed and ready.

OPS_Rhian:
%SCI:  Head ESE, CNS:  SW...stay in comm range at all times

CSO_Wilk:
&::walks over to some people sitting and crying::

XO_Sirach:
% CEO: My biggest concern is that the Jem'Hadar may return...I want to get as many survivors off of the colony for now as possible

FCO_Dario:
@:: sets shuttle's SIF/IDF to max :: CTO: What Did I say?... Sit down and prepare for descent, SIR!

CO_Vid:
@EO: Cerdan I want you and Dario to fan out and assist in getting survivors out. CTO and I will reconnoiter the area:

OPS_Rhian:
&Warke:  Beam the most critical to the ship...triage the rest

CNS_Warke:
&Rhian:understood

XO_Sirach:
%CMO: Understood, notify if you locate any Jem'Hadar

CSO_Wilk:
&OPS: Aye, sir

FCO_Dario:
@:: hears the CO as he speaks ::

CEOBishop:
%XO:then we should try to set up some type of defensive system, perhaps a shield generator

EO_Cerdan:
@CO: AYE

CMO_Cole:
%::walks over a rise and sees a large group of women and children.. sitting and crying.. many dead or dying::

XO_Sirach:
%*CO* We are beaming all survivors to the ship...all the wounded are being beamed directly to the temporary sickbay in cargo bay 2

CTOHebert:
@ :: nods to CO ::

OPS_Rhian:
&Wilk/Wark:  Keep an eye out for Jem'Hadar too...there may still be some around

XO_Sirach:
%CEO: Good idea, start working on it. Keep me informed

CMO_Cole:
%::walks over and begins beaming them out....:: XO:  Sir....  What should we do with the dead?  I don’t have the facilities to handle this level of casualties.

CSO_Wilk:
&OPS: Do you want me to initiate beam out upon finding any injured people?

XO_Sirach:
%::begins scanning for survivors::

CO_Vid:
@::grabs phaser rifle and long knife::

EO_Cerdan:
@::Reaches for med kit::

CTOHebert:
@ :: suits up and loads his phaser rifle ::

OPS_Rhian:
&Wilk:  Critical first...

XO_Sirach:
% Team: Inform me before you beam any survivors onboard

CEOBishop:
%XO:Aye sir ::taps his comm badge and requisitions a shield generator::

FCO_Dario:
@:: starts an approach on a landing zone :: 

CSO_Wilk:
&OPS: Understood, sir

XO_Sirach:
% Team: For now, keep them all in one area

CO_Vid:
@CTO: Let's begin our sweep to the right:

Midge:
@:;waits quietly::

CNS_Warke:
&OPS:understood

EO_Cerdan:
::Bows head, says a little prayer::

XO_Sirach:
%CEO: Build that defense base around the survivors

CTOHebert:
@CO: Aye, Sir.

CTOHebert:
@ :: begins to search around as he walks next to captain ::

CO_Vid:
@XO: Have you met any resistance?:

CEOBishop:
%XO:Aye sir::wonders where else he would construct it::

CMO_Cole:
%XO:  Sir,  I have over 24 here that are in direct need of medical attention. I need permission to being beaming these people aboard.  Its either that or we bring my medics down here.

FCO_Dario:
@:: sets RCS to MAX and lands the shuttle :: ALL in SHUTTLE: Ok.. We're now safe landed. :: disengages engines ::

CNS_Warke:
&::heads SW and begins scanning for survivors shaking her head as she observes the scale of destruction::

CSO_Wilk:
&::slowly walks around logging his tricorder readings and looking for survivors::

OPS_Rhian:
&::scanning for lifesigns...heading in the direction of the least erratic::

XO_Sirach:
%*CO* None so far, however I have everyone keeping their eyes open...scans show no Jem'Hadar on the planet

EO_Cerdan:
@::Sweeps area with phaser nervously::

CTOHebert:
@:: pulls out tricorder ::

CO_Vid:
@XO: Acknowledged. Watch for traps:

EO_Cerdan:
@CTO: anything mike?

Midge:
@::still waits, noting they have landed::

XO_Sirach:
%CO: Understood

CSO_Wilk:
&::finds a small grouping of elderly people hiding in a shack::

CO_Vid:
@OPS: No2 How goes the Medevac?:

CMO_Cole:
%::feeling very useless, doesn’t have the equipment or personnel to deal with this.::

CEOBishop:
%::looks around at the devastation and tries to immerse himself in his work::

XO_Sirach:
%Team: Watch out for traps...the Jem'Hadar may not be here...but their traps might be

FCO_Dario:
@:: takes out a tricorder and a phaser type 3a ::

CTOHebert:
@:: continues looking around ,seeing all the devastated areas ::

FCO_Dario:
@CO: The shuttle is all yours :: scans the surrounding area ::

XO_Sirach:
%CMO: Beam the first group of medical emergencies up...I want you to stay on the surface

CMO_Cole:
%::approaches a woman lying face down in the mud....  no life signs::

CSO_Wilk:
&::attempts to calm the people down while preparing them for transport::

CMO_Cole:
%XO:  Aye sir.

EO_Cerdan:
@ALL: someone say something.

CO_Vid:
@FCO: very well continue search and rescue:

CNS_Warke:
&::discovers a group of elderly women and children::

OPS_Rhian:
&CAPT:  I'm not finding any male corpses, no male lifesigns...they're all gone

CEOBishop:
%::hears the alert about traps and sets his tricorder to scan for low level energy sources::

CMO_Cole:
%*Ganymede* Dr. Cole to Ganymede.  Beam the entire group to my right directly to cargo bay two... medical priority.

CTOHebert:
@Cerdan : what's the matter? Feeling bad ?

EO_Cerdan:
@CO: Aye,FCO: Lets do it.

Mae_Kabuk:
ACTION: NO ONE MATERIALIZES ONBOARD THE GANYMEDE, ALTHOUGH 24 PEOPLE WERE BEAMED THERE.

Midge:
@::finds a moment, and decides to sneak off the shuttle::

CSO_Wilk:
&*Ganymede* I have 9 people for medical transport

EO_Cerdan:
@CTO: 'm ok really

CO_Vid:
@OPS: Rhian the Jem'Hadar favor male slaves. :

CMO_Cole:
%*Ganymede*  Report.... Do you have them?

CTOHebert:
@Cerdan:  ok, you need something, yell at me, ok?

XO_Sirach:
%*CO* Do not transport...there appears to be some sort of transporter malfunction

EO_Cerdan:
@CTO: You got it.

Mae_Kabuk:
@::catching a movement out of the corner of her eye::

OPS_Rhian:
&CAPT:  True, but I'd still expect to find a few bodies...it's just odd

CNS_Warke:
&OPS:I found a group of women and children but no signs of males

Mae_Kabuk:
@Midge:  Well, missy.  You turn up in the strangest places.

CSO_Wilk:
&::continues scanning the area while noticing something odd in the readings::

Midge:
@::finds cover, and pauses behind it, watching the scene, horrified at the chaos::

CMO_Cole:
% dammit....

CEOBishop:
%::scans the atmosphere for anomalies::

XO_Sirach:
%CMO: What happened to those...people?

EO_Cerdan:
@FCO: where do we start?

Midge:
@::looks surprised::  Errrr, have we met?

FCO_Dario:
@EO: Too much death.. I'm reading a faint life sign a few meters north..

OPS_Rhian:
&Warke:  Same here...slave labor

CMO_Cole:
%XO:  There is some sort of pattern interference....Their gone... All of them... nearly 30.    I need to start bringing people down in shuttles... Without the transporters everything will have to be done down here.

CO_Vid:
@CMO: what's happened to our MedEvacs?:

Midge:
W::struggles to break free from Mae's grip::

EO_Cerdan:
@FCO: I have your six.

Mae_Kabuk:
@Midge:  Oh yes young lady.  Don't try the innocent routine with me.  Now come over here and be a help.  You've already seen more of the world than most of the Federation boys.  We can use a hand here dear.

CSO_Wilk:
&*OPS* I have a problem here...the group of people I beamed up never appeared on the Ganymede

XO_Sirach:
%CMO: Understood

FCO_Dario:
@:: points with the tricorder :: There

CTOHebert:
@:: begins to see dead bodies all over the place, but noticing none are middle aged males ::

OPS_Rhian:
&Wilk:  Stand by...

Midge:
@::studies Kabuck, arms akimbo::  Excuse me?  Who made you boss of me?

FCO_Dario:
@EO: Right, Cerdan

CMO_Cole:
%*CO* Sir.  It appears that the Jem'Hadar left a few presents behind.  A pattern scrambler.  All transport from surface to ship is impossible.  I need to bring my people down in shuttles to set up an emergency center down here until we can be re-enforced.

XO_Sirach:
%CO: We need to bring down medical teams in shuttles...we have lost 30 survivors in the transport accident....I don't recommend we attempt to use them again

OPS_Rhian:
&CAPT:  The survivors aren't materializing on the ship...looks like we may have to make shuttle runs

CNS_Warke:
&*Rhian*:pity

CEOBishop:
%::retunes his tricorder and continues to scan the atmosphere for anomalies::

Midge:
@::starts to walk away, but notices an injured child, and stops of her own accord::

Mae_Kabuk:
@Midge:  You and I both know you don't have a boss.

CNS_Warke:
&*OPS*:it seems that someone or something is blocking transporters

CO_Vid:
@ALL: Make it so. Get the Personnel shuttles down here now:

FCO_Dario:
@:: heads towards the lifesign ::

EO_Cerdan:
@FCO: I'll check this way points to right::

CSO_Wilk:
&*OPS* Sir, I noticed an odd reading of energy outside the camp

Midge:
@::nods briefly at Mae::  Remember that......  Now, this one is badly injured, I'll try to patch it up.......  ::administers bandaging::

CEOBishop:
%::hears the tricorder beep and checks his readings::XO:Sir I am receiving an energy signature outside the settlement

OPS_Rhian:
&CAPT:  I'd recommend setting up a triage station at the LZ.  Beam the most critical directly there to await shuttle to the ship

EO_Cerdan:
@::Thinks better not leave FCO::

FCO_Dario:
@EO: Ok.. Let's go

Mae_Kabuk:
@::nodding at Midge and tossing her some scrap cloth to use as bandages::

XO_Sirach:
%CEO: Cause?

CO_Vid:
@::sickened by the carnage left by a mindless enemy::

OPS_Rhian:
&Wilk:  Keep at it...I'm heading your way

CSO_Wilk:
&::starts walking the direction of the energy source::

EO_Cerdan:
@FCO:I'm with you I think!>

CNS_Warke:
&::continues searching::

CMO_Cole:
%*Sickbay* Dr. Morden, this is Dr. Cole.  At this time I am ordering every single medic and officer with any medical training down to the planet.  Take the shuttlecraft and bring down a full security escort.  I want a medical compound set up and ready for full operation in two hours.  Understood?

CEOBishop:
%XO:Unknown, shall we have a look?

FCO_Dario:
@EO: Sure you are!.. Where are you?.. At the limbo?

Midge:
@::deftly catching the scraps, and patches this one up, then moves on to the next, looking around to see if an escape presents itself::

CMO_Cole:
%XO:  Any particular place you would like the compound set up?

CTOHebert:
@:: sees Mae Kabuk and Midge :: Wow, How did she get down here? *CO* I have found our intruder aboard the Ganymede, she is on the planet, recommendation?

XO_Sirach:
%CEO: Yes, take the security team with you

EO_Cerdan:
@FCO: Should we inform the CO?

CSO_Wilk:
&::adjusts the tricorder to identify the source of the energy reading::

CEOBishop:
%XO:Aye Sir

FCO_Dario:
@EO: TEll him...

CO_Vid:
@CTO: put her to work helping survivors get to the shuttles:

CEOBishop:
%::motions to a few security officers::

XO_Sirach:
%*Ganymede*: This is LtCmdr. Sirach, I want 3/4 of all the available security teams available sent in a shuttle to the three away teams' coordinates...bring two additional shuttles

CTOHebert:
@ CO: Aye, Sir.

CNS_Warke:
::notices an energy reading::  &*ALL*:anyone else picking up energy readings?

OPS_Rhian:
&::catching up with Wilkinson::  Have you located the source?

Midge:
:@::spots Hebert, and remembers the phaser tucked in her tunic, briefly considers tossing it back to him, but decides it's a nice souvenir

EO_Cerdan:
@*CO*; Checking out lifesigns 45 meters due west

CEOBishop:
%::begins heading for the energy source::

Midge:
@::pretends she didn't notice him, and goes on with her work::

CSO_Wilk:
&OPS: Trying to now, sir.  Location is 1 kilometer southeast of here

CTOHebert:
@:: walks to Midge :: Well I already see that you are helping here... I talked to the captain, all your help would be appreciated, but could you please give me that phaser back?

XO_Sirach:
%CMO: Setup the compound around the shield the CEO created

CO_Vid:
@EO: proceed Cerdan you and Dario take our shuttle back with survivors:

CTOHebert:
@Midge: I know you still have it.

CEOBishop:
%Security team:Look sharp people, we have nearly a kilometer to the power source and I want to get there in one piece

EO_Cerdan:
@*CO*: AYE

OPS_Rhian:
&CAPT:  There appears to be an energy surge 1km SE of here...Wilkinson and I are going to check it out 

CMO_Cole:
%XO:  Aye sir.

Midge:
@::grins up at Hebert::  Excuse me, have we met?  ::turns attention back to the injured::

CMO_Cole:
%*Dr. Morden* Did you catch that?  Bring them down and set it up.... you have two hours.

EO_Cerdan:
@FCO: Lets find out what we got.

XO_Sirach:
%*CO* We should also keep an eye out for the Dominion...where there are Jem'Hadar the Dominion is involved

CTOHebert:
@:: shakes head :: Never mind.

CTOHebert:
@ :: walks over to the group ::

CO_Vid:
@OPS: Very well keep a sharp look out for ambush:

CMO_Cole:
<Dr. Morden> *Cole* Aye sir.. Ill strip the ship to minimum... we're on our way.

CSO_Wilk:
&OPS:  This is peculiar...I'm trying to identify the energy pattern but I'm not having any luck right now

FCO_Dario:
@EO: Ok.. :: walks to the shuttle ::

CTOHebert:
@ :: continues the search of the area, staying on the lookout of Jem'Hadar ::

OPS_Rhian:
&CAPT:  Understood...

XO_Sirach:
% ::watches as the shuttles with the security teams arrives::

CNS_Warke:
&::finds the scale of destruction unbelievable::

CO_Vid:
@XO: as soon as the security teams disembark fill the shuttles with survivors:

FCO_Dario:
@:: enters the shuttle and finds a little surprise ::

XO_Sirach:
%CO: Aye sir

OPS_Rhian:
&COMM:  Ganymede...lock on to my position and begin sensor sweep 1km SE of my location

CMO_Cole:
%XO:  I have my medics coming down now... Half should stay here and treat survivors.. the other half should form teams and go out looking for more wounded.

EO_Cerdan:
@*CO*: Send a med team this way when you can, there are lifesigns west of our position.

EO_Cerdan:
@::Heads toward shuttle::

XO_Sirach:
%CMO: Use the shuttles that the security teams used to take survivors back

FCO_Dario:
@EO: Dump it to his tricorder, Cerdan

CSO_Wilk:
&OPS: This pattern is erratic and indeterminate.  Something could be blocking my readings

CTOHebert:
@ :: continues searching the area ::

Mae_Kabuk:
@::sweeping back her hair::

XO_Sirach:
%CMO: Agreed as far as the usage of the medics goes

CO_Vid:
@EO: affirmative: @CMO: med team to coordinates set to my COMM Badge:

EO_Cerdan:
@::Punches buttons on padd:: Done

CTOHebert:
@CO:  Still no sight of Jem’Hadar.

CMO_Cole:
%XO:  Only intensives goes up for now.

CEOBishop:
%::looks over his shoulder and notices OPS and the CSO heading for the power source::

Mae_Kabuk:
@Midge:  Well, it looks like these Federation types have the situation well in hand.  What are your future plans?

Midge:
@::finds a child, dying, and tries to fix the wounds, to save the child, and fails::

OPS_Rhian:
&Wilk:  The Ganymede is reporting the same pulsating waveform...

CMO_Cole:
%*CO* Aye sir... They can co-ordinate with this location, I’m setting up the base camp.

Mae_Kabuk:
@::coming up on the scene with Midge's latest victim::

CNS_Warke:
~~~sees if she can sense any survivors who are injured~~~

Mae_Kabuk:
@Midge:  Some don't make it.  ::gently laying a sheet over the young victim's body::

EO_Cerdan:
@FCO:Your the pilot, I'll see if I can help with them.

Midge:
@:: closes the eyes, and stands, not smiling, looking at the devastation around her::

CMO_Cole:
%Newly Arrived Medics:  You you you and you proceed to these co-ordinates.... ::tosses them a tricorder and watches them scurry off::

FCO_Dario:
@EO: We've a lot of wounded here.. We have to take off and take 'em up.. What do you think?

CEOBishop:
%::heads over to OPS::OPS:Did you pick up that power source too?

Mae_Kabuk:
@Midge:  Let us be on our way dear.  They've got this well in hand now.

XO_Sirach:
%::begins treating the wounded::

Midge:
@:;breaks suddenly into a sprint, headed away from this, as far away as she can get::

CO_Vid:
@:Wonders why? and for what? Did these people really deserve this?::

CMO_Cole:
%Medics:  Everyone else.. I need this area set up for emergency care.... Patch them up and send them up in the shuttles as fast as you can.  Now MOVE.

Mae_Kabuk:
@Ah now.   ::letting Midge run::

FCO_Dario:
@EO: Surely

CSO_Wilk:
&OPS: This energy could be a form of shield.  After all, my readings are inaccurate and those survivors never made it to the Ganymede

CTOHebert:
@CO:  Sir, Want me to go further continuing the search?

EO_Cerdan:
@FCO: Check with CO,for more wounded.

OPS_Rhian:
&ENG:  Yes,  Ganymede reports the same erratic spiking we're getting

CMO_Cole:
%::watches his medics scurry around setting up portable generators, a couple of emergency platforms and generally turning the place into a triage facility::

FCO_Dario:
@*CO*: Captain, we are about to take off with wounded. I'd like to check that with you, sir

CO_Vid:
@CTO: Let me catch up to you and we'll try the SW end of the colony:

Midge:
@::gets some distance, and pauses to catch her breath::

CTOHebert:
@CO: Aye, Sir.

XO_Sirach:
%::treating the wounded around him::

OPS_Rhian:
&SCI:  Shield, dampener...whatever it is we've got to disable it

EO_Cerdan:
@*CO*: Ready for departure,any more wounded we have some room.

CO_Vid:
@FCO: Take them up Mr. Dario:

CTOHebert:
@ :: stops and looks around as he waits for the captain ::

CEOBishop:
%OPS:I was heading there myself to get a closer look

Midge:
@::looks around, and sees more of the same she just ran from, and sits down, trying to make herself small again::

FCO_Dario:
@*FCO*: Aye, sir

FCO_Dario:
@EO: Let's get out

CSO_Wilk:
&OPS: I agree.  Problem is, since we can't get accurate readings, there could be a legion of Jem'Hadar waiting for us

EO_Cerdan:
@:: walks to rear of shuttle::

FCO_Dario (Sound - shuttlelaunchsequence.wav):

CMO_Cole:
@<Medic team 4> ::working with captains group of survivors::

EO_Cerdan:
@::Is horrified by all the blood::

XO_Sirach:
%::bumps into Midge::

CO_Vid:
@XO: Sirach..Status of your team?:

XO_Sirach:
%Midge: Are you alright?

Midge:
@::looks up::  Go away....

CMO_Cole:
%::watches medics load 9 critical surgery patients into a shuttle::  XO: Sir I have a load ready to go up.  I’m going with to set up for surgery up there.  I can fly a shuttle  ::walks into shuttle and powers her up::

FCO_Dario:
@:: RCS to MAX, Takes off and heads back to the Ganymede :: EO: This reminds me my holodeck simulations with an old 737-400

CEOBishop:
%CSO:And all of the missing males may be held captive too

OPS_Rhian:
&Wilk:  True...but there's only one way to find out

XO_Sirach:
%*CO*: Bishop is looking to a power source, Cole is aiding the wounded and is about to return to the ship with the first load...and I'm helping the wounded

Mae_Kabuk:
ACTION: AS THE SHUTTLE WITH THE SURVIVORS CLEARS 1.5 KILOMETERS OFF THE SURFACE OF GAMELAN II, THE SURVIVORS FLICKER AND DISAPPEAR.

FCO_Dario:
@:: sets SIF/IDF at MAX and gets the shuttle out of the atmosphere ::

CSO_Wilk:
&::nods to Bishop and Rhian while drawing his phaser in preparation of anything::

EO_Cerdan:
@FCO: What the*** .

Midge:
@:;stands, and starts to angrily walk away::

CMO_Cole:
%::launches his shuttle and begins heading towards the atmosphere::

CO_Vid:
@OPS:Rhian status of power source?:

EO_Cerdan:
@FCO::There gone!

FCO_Dario:
@:: moves the heads to Cerdan and sees no wounded :: WHAT THE ?

XO_Sirach:
%*CO* Change that...we just lost a shuttle

XO_Sirach:
%*CMO* Turn that shuttle around! Land ASAP

CTOHebert:
@ :: runs back to group 1 :: What's all the commotion ?

EO_Cerdan:
@FCO: Tell me I'm dreaming.

OPS_Rhian:
&CAPT:  We're in an open field with no structures...it appears to be emanating from underground

CMO_Cole:
%::hears the XO's message,  powers down lateral thrusters and attempts to reverse course::

CEOBishop:
%::runs a few tricorder scans of the field::

FCO_Dario:
@EO: Call Captain Vid and let him know what happened.. I'll re-enter the shuttle to the planet to see what happen

FCO_Dario:
@:: peeks Cerdan :: EO: You're not dreaming

CSO_Wilk:
&OPS: My readings are off the scale.  Whatever this is, it's not something I'm familiar with

CTOHebert:
@Cerdan:  What happened?

OPS_Rhian:
&ENG/SCI:  There's got to be an entrance around here somewhere

CO_Vid:
@OPS: Rhian scan and confirm energy pattern to training simulation:

EO_Cerdan:
@*CO*: All the survivors just vanished.

XO_Sirach:
%*CO* Apparently the shuttle arrived safely...but the victims onboard did not

CMO_Cole:
%::brings the shuttle back down, and steps out:: XO:  What is going on?  I have 8 survivors now... one died because we cant get them up.... I need to get these people aboard!  

CEOBishop:
%::scans the surface depth of the field::

CO_Vid:
@XO: affirmative:

EO_Cerdan:
@*CO*: we were just about a kilo up.

CTOHebert:
@CO:  Recommendation?

FCO_Dario:
:: re-enters the shuttle to the planet ::

XO_Sirach:
%CMO: The last survivors disappeared...the crew arrived...the survivors did not

EO_Cerdan:
@*CO*: returning to surface,

CO_Vid:
@CTO: continue to the open field:

OPS_Rhian:
&CAPT:  Sensor readings are too high...we can't pinpoint a location.  We'll have to search on foot.

XO_Sirach:
%CMO: if you would have left the atmosphere you would have lost them completely

CTOHebert:
@ :: starts to head toward the open field :: Aye, Sir.

Mae_Kabuk:
@:;waddling after Midge::

XO_Sirach:
%CMO: I want you to give these people a blood test...see if they are real

CMO_Cole:
%XO:  ::stunned:: I see.... I’m setting up a more complete camp here then..... If we cant move them I need facilities down here to treat them.

Midge:
@::pauses in her exit, caught by the misery, and returns to her tasks, wishing everyone would leave her alone::

EO_Cerdan:
@::Taps console to scan for signs of former passengers::

FCO_Dario:
@:: finds that they'll not appear again :: EO: Well.. They're not holograms.. Not that I have seen before....

CO_Vid:
@OPS: affirmative: @FCO: return to the surface:

CMO_Cole:
%XO:  Sir all tricorder data and visual and tactile inspection indicates these people are very real.

CSO_Wilk:
&::trying to amass the information and create a plausible explanation for what's going on here::

FCO_Dario:
@*CO*: Landing again, sir

XO_Sirach:
%CMO: Do an autopsy on one of the dead...I'm looking for anything

CO_Vid:
@ALL: converge on the power source:

CMO_Cole:
%XO: Aye sir.

XO_Sirach:
%*CO*: Aye sir

CTOHebert:
@ :: starts in a jog towards the open field ::

XO_Sirach:
%::runs towards power source with type III phaser::

CMO_Cole:
%:: walks over to the dead body from the shuttle.. has it carried over to the side and laid on a blanket.... begins a very informal autopsy::

FCO_Dario:
@:: descends more and lands on the zone he landed :: EO: Now what?

EO_Cerdan:
@*CO*: No sign of them sir.

Mae_Kabuk:
@::huffing and puffing up to Midge and approaching her cautiously::

Mae_Kabuk:
@Midge:  You alright?

EO_Cerdan:
@FCO: Your asking me?::Continues to scan::

XO_Sirach:
%::approaches the power source...nods at Bishop::

XO_Sirach:
%CEO: What's going on here?

Midge:
@::looks at Mae::  I'm fine ::spoken angrily::

CEOBishop:
%:retunes his tricorder to filter out the background radiations::CSO:Try this, it may give you a better reading

CO_Vid:
@EO/FCO: once you've landed assemble at the power source:

CSO_Wilk:
&::places his hand on Rhian's shoulder:: OPS:  I have a bad feeling about this...

CTOHebert:
@:: comes up to field and makes a pause, begins to look around ::

EO_Cerdan:
@FCO: Never saw anything like this, no transporter traces

CEOBishop:
%XO:We have located the general area of the power source and we are searching for it

XO_Sirach:
%CEO: Understood

OPS_Rhian:
&Wilk:  I get a bad feeling from anything the Dominion is involved in :grins:

EO_Cerdan:
@FCO: Did you notice anything just before they vanished?

FCO_Dario:
@EO: Goodness... *CO*: We have landed, sir. But I think we'll get better readings if we are on the air

CO_Vid:
@ALL: Assemble just outside the power source perimeter:

CEOBishop:
%::is in a small way excited about a possible discovery::

Midge:
@::looks at Mae::  Why does this happen?  These people don’t deserve this......

FCO_Dario:
@EO: Nothing... 

Mae_Kabuk:
<<<<<<<<<<PAUSE MISSION>>>>>>>>>>>

